Investing in Our Future…Endless Returns

Toigo Alumni Endowment 2010

“ The success of my career transition from non-profit to asset management
is directly attributable to Toigo, one of the first resources I think of when
confronted with a challenging career related situation. I continue to consult
with my Toigo mentors and have called on the assistance of staff to strategically
navigate my career.”

December 2010

The members of the Toigo Alumni Endowment Board hope you are faring well during this period of market recovery. We trust that the
true Toigo spirit and our talent have allowed us to continue our important work and contributions to the finance industry.
The purpose of this letter is to provide an update on the status of the Toigo Alumni Endowment Fund, outline our accomplishments over
the past year and introduce some of the initiatives we plan to pursue in the coming year. We are pleased to report that more than 90%
of the pledges made since the launch of the Endowment nearly five years ago have been fulfilled. More than $475,000 was raised in
this initial round of fund-raising and in ongoing commitments from Alumni. As we approach year-end, we are making a final push to
collect the outstanding balance in order to formally close this round.

This momentum is a testament to the belief we share in the power of the Toigo network and the richness of friendships, business
relationships and support that surround the Toigo community. As shown on the attached summary, Toigo continues to show its
commitment to Alumni at all stages across a variety of career spectrums from employment to business development, business-media
exposure to career management support. At the same time, as newer generations of Toigos come into the program (50-60 new Fellows
each year), they are collectively contributing to the Foundation at the conclusion of their Orientation program. This is a new and
welcome trend that has taken hold over the past four years and reflects the tremendous value they find in their affiliation and their
admiration and aspirations to follow in our footsteps of leadership. We have a tremendous asset—a multi-cultural, high caliber and
experientially diverse family serving as a model for best practices to many other organizations. We should all be proud.

“ The Toigo network is more than a professional network—it is like a professional family of
individuals that truly strives to ensure success for all. We each give to each other so that each
individual can become greater.”
Moving forward, the Toigo Alumni Endowment Board seeks to grow the fund to allow for two important funding efforts:
• Contributions to educational merit awards (fellowships) to Toigo Fellows
• Support programming we deem critical to strengthen our Alumni network and continued professional development
At this year’s Gala, the Foundation announced the 2011 launch of the Toigo Institute, which is focused on the specific needs of postgraduate minority professionals and Toigo’s work more broadly around leadership and inclusion within the financial services industry.
The Institute will incorporate programs the organization has provided to date, as well as introduce new offerings of relevance and
impact to the industry. As these programs are introduced, the Endowment Board will evaluate each regarding “fit” with our overall
grant-making mission, priorities and annual grant budgets. At the same time, Toigo Alumni Association leadership is orchestrating
regional events to foster continued connections, as well as the 3rd Annual Alumni Investor Conference planned for June 2011. As those
programs continue to develop, the Endowment Board will examine Alumni initiatives of merit that warrant financial support. In short,
as a funding organization, we will ensure that all funds used are in keeping with our stated goals of furthering the mission and impact
of Toigo for us and possibly for our children in the future.

“Toigo has been tremendously helpful throughout our business
development efforts. From general advice to specific introductions
to fellow alums and other supporters of the foundation in
the investment community, support from Toigo has been an
invaluable asset.”

To accomplish this, we have managed the funds prudently over the past two years, preserving capital and ensuring market
returns. Here’s a recap of our efforts:

• Even during the most difficult periods in 2009 proactive measures taken in 2008 to place funds in a temporarily restricted account
which was later protected by the Treasury Guarantee Program ensured the greatest portion of funds received were preserved so
that we could continue to bring closure to all commitments by the end of our inaugural campaign period.

• We have been actively developing an Investment Policy through the pro bono assistance of an Investment Consultant, including

the evaluation and selection of a fund manager by January 31, 2011. Our Investment Committee, chaired by Andrea Almeida Mack,
reviewed a range of fund families (Morgan Stanley, Vanguard, Fidelity and others) and identified Fidelity as the manager of choice.
A summary of the service and terms are available upon request.

• We have worked with an attorney to draft and execute an Administrative Services agreement with the Foundation to reimburse
services performed specifically for the Endowment (accounting, clerical, etc). This has afforded us the ability to benefit from the
existing infrastructure with a modest expense.

“Toigo has been instrumental in my professional development.
They’re my trusted and impartial sounding board that I use when
I’m considering new professional opportunities. It’s important to
me that I can turn to Toigo because I know they have my best
interests in mind and they provide invaluable benchmarks and
points of reference for me when I am making decisions.”

We are now focused on the final step of our inaugural campaign period—Board expansion. Currently, the Toigo Alumni Endowment
Board comprises seven members, including the President & CEO of the Robert Toigo Foundation; our by-laws allow for a total of no less
than five (5) and no more than fifteen (15) members. We are seeking to add a minimum of four (4) members to complete our Board
expansion efforts and address the anticipated rollover of current members by the end of our fiscal year (June – July). We are asking
current donors with a desire to serve and work with us as we set out to launch phase two of our campaign effort, to reach out and
communicate your interest. The expansion of our Board affords us the richness of additional Alumni points of view and the expansion
of working committees. Time commitments are manageable, and the experience will provide another great way to remain engaged
with each other. We are targeting December 31, 2010 to have a slate of candidates to put forward a ballot at the start of 2011. If you
are interested in serving, please communicate your interest to Nancy Sims (nancy.sims@toigofoundation.org), along with a statement
of the reasons for your interest.
Attached please find a YTD Income & Expense Statement for the Fund for fiscal year ending June 30, 2010. If you have questions,
please do not hesitate to contact any of us. We hope you will consider joining us on the Board for a strong 2011—and beyond.
Enjoy the holidays!
Chris Garrett, Chair
Tim Legesse, Board Member

Andrea Almeida Mack, Treasurer
Tracey Lewis, Board Member

Jarrod Fong, Board Member
Nancy Sims, Board Member

“ The one-on-one coaching I received made an enormous difference in how I thought about executing
the next steps in my career. I was able to immediately apply the insights I gained in the process to
successfully launch my company.”
“ As I was beginning to develop my career in Investment Management, Toigo helped me envision
what excellence was. Today, I know it is my responsibility to model it for others. I’ve discovered
it is that investment in a highly motivated and talented person that always produces the highest
and most enduring returns.”
“Toigo is truly the ‘ invisible hand’ providing constant support to Alumni throughout our careers.
It’s been an honor to be a part of such an amazing family and I look forward to growing with it
and giving back in any way I can.”

Financial Information
Toigo Alumni Endowment Balance Sheet

As of June 30,2010
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
		

Merrill Lynch - Alumni Endowment

478,420

Accounts Receivable

1,000

Other Current Assets

0

Total Assets		

$

479,420

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
		

Accounts Payable

1,267

Total Liabilities

1,267

Equity
Unrestricted Net Assets

478,153

Temporarily Restricted Revenue

0

Net Income

0

Total Equity 		

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

$

$

478,153

479,420

Toigo Alumni Endowment

For Period July 1, 2009 through June 30,2010
INCOME
Temporarily Restricted Revenue
Alumni Endowment Contributions

10,162.68

Interest Income

2,274.10

Total Income

$

12,436.78

EXPENSE
General Office Expenses
Merrill Lynch Annual Service Fees

150.00

Delivery Service FedEx/UPS

121.64

Legal Fees

245.00

Logo Design

750.00

Total Expense

NET INCOME

$

$

1,266.64

11,170.14
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